We removed fragments of linker sequences from all three databases by simple matching using the cutadapt software (http://code.google.com/p/cutadapt/) with default parameters. Linker sequences for each dataset are shown in Table S1 . In Table S2 we show the number of reads in each dataset with a detectable fragment of a 3' linker sequence. The proportion of reads from which linkers are removed is less than 0.8% in all cases. This further confirms our findings: linker fragments are difficult to detect in color space. Moreover, the proportion of reads mapped with bowtie (Langmead et al. 2009) after filtering with cutadapt is very low (less than 0.2%), suggesting that contaminant fragments were not completely removed (Table S2) .
strategy devised by Sasson and Michael (2010) . Briefly, the program discards reads in which 3 or more colors accross the whole length (l=50) have a quality value below 25. Additionally, it corrects for polyclonal errors by requiring the first 10 colors to have a quality above 25. Using this approach, the majority of reads are discarded ( Figure S1 , blue line; l=50). In short RNA libraries the error rate is unusually high towards the 3' end of the read. Consequently, we modified the original script provided by Sasson and Michael (http://hts.rutgers.edu/filter) to account for errors only in the first 20, 25 or 30 nucleotides. These modifications result in a larger fraction of retained sequences ( Figure S1 ). For instance, if we remove sequences with more than 3 quality values below 25 in the first 20 colors, about half of the reads pass the filtering criteria.
We further explore the effect of filtering on microRNA detection. We mapped, using our sequential trimming strategy, reads passing the different filtering criteria ('unfiltered', l=20, l=25, l=30 and l=50) to the Tribolium castaneum microRNAs stored in miRBase (Kozomara and Griffiths-Jones 2011) and to our newly detected microRNAs (Supplementary file 1). Pre-filtered sets are enriched for microRNA sequences (Table S3 ; Figure S1 , red line). A significant 2-fold enrichment is seen in the adult dataset when we filtered for errors within the first 20 colors of the reads. The number of microRNAs with reads associated is slightly decreased as the stringency of the filtering increases ( Figure S1 , numbers in brackets). For example, if we filter out reads with low quality values in their 20 first colors we save up to 50% of the computational time, yet we only miss two microRNAs (tca-mir-3871 and tca-mir-3876). We suggest it is up to the users to decide whether they want to speed up the mapping process by reducing the sensitivity of the approach.
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